Ek Bharat Shresth Bharat

Gujarat meets Odisha

Organized by: Satchit Desai
Rahul Paneriya
Mittul Kataria

EBSB event at IIT Palakkad
It was hosted by Shrujan.
A brief for the events held on account of EBSB are as follows:

Presentation on Odisha

A brief presentation was given on geography and culture of Odisha. The presentation consisted of the major art forms in the state as well as famous religious and tourist spots. A video of Odissi dance was also along with presentation.

Presentation was given by Shivam Chauhan.
Presentation on Gujarat

Parul Sangwan presented a presentation on Gujarat. Presentation captured the cultural aspects of the state with famous places to visit. The presentation consisted of artworks in Gujarat, local food delicacies and spiritual culture of the land.
Garba and Dandiya performance was given by 3rd and 4th year students.

**Garba**

Garba is a form of dance which originated in the state of Gujarat in India. The name is derived from the Sanskrit term *Garbha* ("womb") and *Deep* ("a small earthenware lamp"). Many traditional garbas are performed around centrally lit lamp or a picture or statue of the Goddess Shakti.

An image of Garba performance
Dandiya performance

Garba and Dandiya were performed by:
Purav Kothiya Rahul Paneriya Shruti Umat Pranavi
Sparsh Shah Satchit Desai Sakshi Rathore Arpita
Swamiprasad Amin Himanshu Jain Muskaan Maheshwari Sirisha

Finally the event was concluded by distributing Gujarati sweets.